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The Best Cozumel Dive Trip Yet
We have come to love Cozumel drift diving and know what
to expect but this trip was the best we have had yet. From
gorgeous swim throughs and amazing night dives to classes
with friends, we never stopped having fun all week.
There was many new experiences had and friendships
made that will last a lifetime, Mexico wins our hearts over
again!

So Much Drift Diving
The very first morning in Cozumel, we were all in the water
off shore and learning how to deal with the current. On the
boat every day we jumped in to beautifully slow drifts that
carried us past parrot fish, lobsters, crabs, beautiful corals
and the ever amazing swim throughs. Did we mention how
many of the famous Cozumel Splendid Toadfish we saw?
We had the challenging new experience on this trip of a
ripping current on a night dive, it was a bit like a
rollercoaster and we all learned something new. Different
to spring time, the Spotted Eagle Rays were around this
time, so large and majestic!
Our Divemaster Tony & Geyser did a fantastic job keeping
us all safe and the Reef Star captain, Luis was amazing at
maneuvering that boat in the perfect spot for diver pickups.

Scuba Club Cozumel Dive Resort
We fell in love with this resort when we came in 2019 and it continues to impress. The influence of the
Mexican culture in the architecture and food is one of our favorite things. Being well set up for divers with
lockers and hanging areas just adds to the everything we love.
Because this place is so well set up for divers, we were able to teach Advanced Open Water, Drift Diver,
Photography, and Night diver while there. It’s the perfect place to move training to in the winter!
The food remains very good with options for everybody and the staff is some of the best around. They are
always sweet and accommodating, but also quick to learn who you are and what drinks/foods you like.

